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Key Points

Radical physiological treatments to treat the psychological condition of gender dysphoria have serious negative side effects, up to and including permanent sterilization. None of these procedures have been shown to improve the patient’s mental health.

When left to themselves, most children with such conditions outgrow them and do not identify as “transgender” adults.

These physiological procedures violate the most fundamental principle of medical ethics: “First, do no harm.”

Summary

It has long been known that some children suffer from “gender incongruity” (a disconnect between one’s psychological, self-perceived “gender identity” and one’s biological sex) or “gender dysphoria” (distress about such incongruity). Studies have shown that, when left to themselves, most children with such conditions outgrow them and do not identify as “transgender” adults. However, such conditions and identities are increasingly being embraced and actively affirmed, not only through “social transition” (changing one’s public expression of gender identity) but also through radical physiological interventions. These include the use of drugs to block normal puberty, cross-sex hormones, and gender reassignment surgery.

Each of these procedures has serious negative side effects—up to and including permanent...
sterilization. Despite claims to the contrary, these procedures are often not reversible, and they are not evidence-based. Research has not shown that these procedures are effective in accomplishing their purpose, which is to improve the patient’s mental health. They violate the most fundamental principle of medical ethics: “First, do no harm.”

These facts fully justify—in fact, they demand—state and federal legislation to prohibit such procedures from being performed upon minors. The rights of parents who affirm their child’s transgender identity are not of a higher value than the public interest in protecting children from physical harm. Economic blackmail should not dissuade legislators from acting on this issue.

Introduction: The James Younger Case

In 2019, the case of James Younger, a boy caught up in a tragic custody battle between his parents, highlighted the dangers “gender transition” poses to children. Many Americans were alarmed that James’ mother wanted him to wear girl’s clothes, have a girl’s name, and eventually take puberty-blocking hormones—even though James’ father insisted that he is a perfectly happy 7-year-old boy. Custody of James was eventually awarded to both parents by a Texas judge after a national outcry.

Understanding the Issue

“Sex” vs. “Gender”

The transgender issue has been depicted primarily as one of “discrimination” against a particular group of people because of “who they are.” The primary dispute is a philosophical one over what it means to be “male” or “female.” For most of human history, it was regarded as self-evident that these terms referred to an individual’s biological sex, as defined by their reproductive capacity. The American Psychiatric Association (APA), which is supportive of transgender identities, continues to define the word “sex” in biological terms. Here is the definition that appeared in the most recent (2013) edition of the APA’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, or DSM-5:
**Sex** Biological indication of male and female (understood in the context of reproductive capacity), such as sex chromosomes, gonads, sex hormones, and nonambiguous internal and external genitalia.\(^4\)

By these definitions, “sex” is a biological characteristic that is evident at (or, with ultrasound, even before) birth, and one’s identity as “male” or “female” is an objective physical reality that is innate and immutable. Family Research Council (FRC) holds firmly to these definitions and this view of “sex.”

However, some have sought to undermine it—in part linguistically, by substituting the word “gender” for “sex.” Sometimes, “gender” is used as essentially a *synonym* for “sex”—such as when expectant parents have a “gender reveal” party. At other times, however, “gender” is defined in psychological terms (in *contrast* to biological “sex”), based upon a person’s subjective self-perception or self-identification as “male” or “female.” The core principle of what is called “gender ideology” is that this subjective, psychological self-perception is a *more fundamental and more accurate* determinant of who is “male” or “female” (or something else) than a person’s objective, biological sex.\(^5\)

These beliefs are at the heart of the transgender movement. It is virtually impossible to discuss that movement without using “gender” and its derivative terms in this way, so this paper will do so (and without quotation marks). The reader should bear in mind that such usage should not be taken as representing the author’s affirmation of that theoretical construct, however.

**What Is Gender Incongruence/Gender Dysphoria?**

The American College of Pediatricians explains these terms this way:

- *Gender* is a term that refers to the psychological and cultural characteristics associated with biological sex. It is a psychological concept and sociological term, not a biological one.
- *Gender identity* refers to an individual’s awareness of being male or female and is sometimes referred to as an individual’s “experienced gender.”
• Gender dysphoria (GD) in children describes a psychological condition in which they experience marked incongruence between their experienced gender and the gender associated with their biological sex. They often express the belief that they are the opposite sex.⁶

• The term transgender “refers to the broad spectrum of individuals who identify with a gender other than that associated with their birth sex.”⁷

DSM-5 Diagnostic Criteria for Gender Dysphoria in Children

There are a few noteworthy points to make about the gender dysphoria (GD) diagnosis. For one, it should be noted that the formulation of the GD diagnosis has been critiqued as an explication of a cultural phenomenon, most relevant to the United States, to garner insurance reimbursement for transgender medical treatments.⁸ The current diagnostic criteria itself was greatly debated for five years leading up to the release of the DSM-5, and for good reason. In particular, the criteria comprising the GD diagnosis show a questionable departure from other considerations that are apparent in the DSM-5 while diagnosing mental health issues for children.

First, GD has been conceptualized as applicable to both children and adults. When diagnosing a child or an adult, the symptoms should be present for six months. Interestingly, the observation period is the same for both children and adults. This is suspect because it is well documented that the brain continues to develop into a persons’ mid-twenties.⁹ Some of the greatest developmental strides are known to occur within complex neurological structures during adolescence. Specifically, the limbic system, also known as the seat of our emotions, relates to emotional processing, learning, and memory. This important structure plays a significant role in a person’s mental health. Structures like the limbic system take the longest to reach structural norms. Many people do not reach these structural norms until they are in their twenties.

This maturation process is generally recognized and upheld in other DSM-5 diagnoses that are thought to reflect a stable and observable pattern over time. For example, the DSM-5 contains a cluster of disorders referred to as personality disorders. These disorders are characterized by an “enduring pattern of thinking, feeling, and behaving that is relatively stable over time.”¹⁰ When diagnosing a personality
disorder, the criteria requires that the symptoms be present longer in children than what is required for adults. Here is the guidance offered in the *DSM-5* in regard to making a diagnosis for children:

*Personality disorder* categories may be applied with children or adolescents in those relatively unusual instances in which the individual’s particular maladaptive personality traits appear to be pervasive, persistent, and unlikely to be limited to a particular developmental stage or another mental disorder…. For a personality disorder to be diagnosed in an individual younger than 18 years, the features must have been present for at least 1 year.\(^{11}\)

In contrast, the criteria for GD in children includes an observation of six criteria for a six-month duration. Further, the *DSM-5* tells us that the GD diagnosis requires that one of the six criteria must include a “marked incongruence between one’s experienced/expressed gender and assigned gender.” The person should also experience “[t]he condition [as] associated with clinically significant distress or impairment in social, school, or other important areas of functioning.”\(^{12}\)

The remaining five criteria necessary for a GD diagnosis arguably give a lot of room for interpretation. Here’s an example of some of the criteria used to determine GD:

- Criteria 3. A strong preference for cross-gender roles in make-believe play or fantasy play
- Criteria 4. A strong preference for toys, games, or activities stereotypically used or engaged in by the other gender
- Criteria 5. A strong preference for playmates of the other gender\(^ {13}\)

By the standards set in the *DSM-5*, diagnosing personality disorders in children should be rare and observed for a lengthy period. Yet, the interventions for treating personality disorders in children are not as physiologically invasive, nor do they involve the potential for altering or removing healthy organs. However, the interventions outlined throughout the remainder of this paper are potentially life-altering and, if diagnosed, are preceded by only a six-month awareness of gender dysphoria symptoms. In this way, the gender dysphoria diagnosis in children is not made with the same caution as personality disorders, which are considered indicative of a stable psychological and behavioral pattern.
What Percentage of Children with Gender Dysphoria Go On to Identify As Transgender Adults?

According to the *DSM-5*:

Rates of persistence of gender dysphoria from childhood into adolescence or adulthood vary. In natal males, persistence has ranged from 2.2% to 30%. In natal females, persistence has ranged from 12% to 50%.

Those “persistence” rates are the percentages that *continue* to have gender dysphoria. That means that the number who *grow out of* their gender dysphoria, the “desistance” rates, range from 70 percent to 97.8 percent in biological males and 50 percent to 88 percent in biological females.

In a separate analysis combining the results from 10 studies, two scholars reported in 2016 that “for the majority of the children (85.2%; 270 out of 317) the gender dysphoric feelings remitted around or after puberty,” meaning that only 14.8 percent continued to experience such feelings.

No Objective Test for a “True Transgender” Child

As a group of physicians warned in a letter to a medical journal in 2018, “There are no laboratory, imaging, or other objective tests to diagnose a ‘true transgender’ child.” In other words, “There is currently no way to predict who will desist and who will remain dysphoric.”

Given the evidence that the majority of children with gender dysphoria do not identify as transgender adults if left to themselves, and the inability to know which will “persist” and which will “desist,” it is simply irresponsible for those trained to provide medical care to perform physical interventions, some effects of which are irreversible, that almost always put a child on a path toward a transgender identity.
Invasive Physiological Procedures

Gender Transition

Gender transition is the process whereby a person experiencing gender incongruity changes his or her appearance and self-presentation from being consistent with the individual’s biological sex at birth to being more consistent with the individual’s preferred psychological gender identity. The first step in such a transition is usually “social” transition, which involves changing one’s name, clothing, hairstyle, and public self-identification (as male, female, or something else) and requesting that others affirm this new public identity. Social transition may occur before or in the absence of any interventions that require the aid of people with pharmacological or medical training, such as the use of hormones or surgery.

For the most part, this paper does not address the question of “social” transition—although there are significant concerns about it. Instead, this paper focuses on procedures designed to alter the body’s physiology, such as hormones and surgery. When we use the term “gender transition procedures,” it will be in reference to these more invasive physiological interventions.

What Physiological Procedures Are Performed on Children/Minors with Gender Dysphoria?

Since at least the 1950s, invasive physiological procedures have been offered to adults wishing to change the appearance of their bodies as part of a gender transition. These include the use of cross-sex hormones (testosterone for females identifying as male, and estrogen for males identifying as female) and gender reassignment surgery. However, only in the last 20 years or so have such interventions begun being offered to minors for this purpose.

One set of scholars described these treatments, first devised in the Netherlands and referred to as “the Dutch protocol,” in a 2010 journal article:
Since the mid-1990s, one model of therapeutic care, developed by Dutch clinicians and researchers, has been to initiate the biomedical aspects of sex-reassignment in early- to mid-adolescence rather than to wait for the legal age of adulthood (18 years in many countries) or even later. After careful psychologic evaluation, adolescents deemed appropriate for such treatment are prescribed hormonal medication to delay or suppress somatic puberty (prior to the age of 16 years). If the gender dysphoria persists, then cross-sex hormonal therapy is offered at the age of 16 and, if the adolescent so desires, surgical sex change procedures are then offered at a lower bound age of 18.\textsuperscript{17}

**Puberty Blockers**

“Puberty blockers” is a colloquial term for a class of hormones that can prevent a pre-adolescent child from undergoing the physical changes associated with puberty. Originally developed and approved to treat a medical condition known as “precocious puberty,” they are now being used as part of a gender transition in some children.

*“Central Precocious Puberty”*

Some children begin to develop the physical signs of puberty at unusually early ages. If, for example, a girl’s breasts begin to develop at the age of six, or a boy begins to grow pubic hair at the age of seven, these may be considered signs of a medical disorder known as “central precocious puberty.” Websites on the disorder describe the physiological process:

The brain starts the process [of puberty] with the production of a hormone called gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH).

When this hormone reaches the pituitary gland — a small bean-shaped gland at the base of your brain — it leads to the production of more hormones in the ovaries for females (estrogen) and the testicles for males (testosterone).
Most commonly, especially in girls, precocious puberty is due to the brain sending signals earlier than it should.\textsuperscript{18}

This condition can adversely affect children both physically\textsuperscript{19} and emotionally\textsuperscript{20}.

In the 1980s, scientists realized that children experiencing precocious puberty could be treated with a class of drugs that effectively neutralize the puberty-stimulating effect of the GnRH. These are known as GnRH analogs or GnRH agonists (GnRHa) but are referred to more colloquially as puberty-blocking hormones, puberty-blocking drugs, or simply “puberty blockers.” These drugs can essentially pause the physical changes associated with puberty until the child reaches an age where his or her peers are typically experiencing them. Then the treatment is withdrawn, and normal pubertal development resumes within about a year.\textsuperscript{21}

\textit{Use of Puberty Blockers for Gender Transition}

However, some health care providers are turning the usual (and FDA-approved) use of puberty blockers on its head. Instead of using these drugs to stop \textit{premature} puberty and then withdrawing them at the normal age for puberty to allow normal development to resume, they are using them to \textit{prevent} children who have gender dysphoria from going through puberty at the \textit{normal} age. In other words, instead of \textit{preventing} an abnormal condition in order to \textit{facilitate} normal development, doctors in gender clinics are \textit{creating} an abnormal condition in order to \textit{prevent} normal development.

One journal article explains the rationale for this approach:

\textldots{} [T]he suspension provides adolescents with GD “time and rest before making definite decisions on gender reassignment without the distress of developing secondary sex characteristics.”\textsuperscript{22}
However, puberty blockers “have potentially serious physical side effects.”\textsuperscript{23} An article in the journal *Nature* said that “some scientists worry that putting off puberty in older children may disrupt bone and brain development, reducing bone density and leading to cognitive problems.”\textsuperscript{24} A 2018 article in *Pediatrics* (the official journal of the American Academy of Pediatrics) noted other concerns:

- GnRHAs significantly increased both body fat percentage and BMI [body mass index] while decreasing lean body mass . . .
- [P]otential adverse effects such as arterial hypertension . . . [were] reported in a recent case series in association with GnRHAs.\textsuperscript{25}

This is not to mention the more obvious fact that puberty blockers “inhibit fertility by preventing the development of gonadal tissue and mature gametes for the duration of treatment.”\textsuperscript{26}

*No Evidence Puberty Blockers Improve Mental Health*

As with all gender transition procedures, the goal is not to improve the patient’s physical health but to improve his or her mental health, and especially to ease gender dysphoria (the distress associated with “gender incongruence”) itself. However, it is not even clear that the use of puberty blockers achieves this goal, which would be absolutely necessary to justify such a radical and unnatural physical intervention.

One early (2010) study of puberty suppression for gender transition reported, “Gender dysphoria did not resolve as a result of puberty suppression.”\textsuperscript{27} A more recent (2018) study reported that “our psychometric data suggest that . . . the impact [of puberty blockers] on reducing psychological difficulties is limited.”\textsuperscript{28}
**Are Puberty Blockers “Fully Reversible?”**

Critics of the use of puberty blockers for gender transition have warned, “Children and adolescents generally lack the emotional and cognitive maturity needed to consent to a treatment that will have lifelong consequences.”29 Supporters of puberty suppression acknowledge that children and young adolescents are immature but deny that its consequences are necessarily lifelong, claiming, “Puberty suppression is fully reversible and can be discontinued should the adolescent decide not to pursue GR” (gender reassignment).30

The claim of reversibility, however, is based on the use of these drugs in treating central precocious puberty—not gender dysphoria. In a letter to a British medical journal in 2019, three experts noted, “It is surely presumptuous to extrapolate observations from an intervention that suppresses pathologically premature puberty to one that suppresses normal puberty.”31 A group of German scholars noted in 2008 that the claim of reversibility “is true, however, only with respect to its physical effects, not with respect to the irreversible damage it does to the process of psychosexual development.”32 The three British experts (Richards, et al.) said that the use of puberty blockers “leaves a young person in developmental limbo without the benefit of pubertal hormones or secondary sexual characteristics, which would tend to consolidate gender identity.”33

There is no record in the academic literature documenting what happens to a child who goes on puberty blockers at the age of 11 and then discontinues them at 16 or 18. In a key early study of “the first 70 eligible candidates who received puberty suppression between 2000 and 2008” at a pioneering gender identity clinic in Amsterdam, “No adolescent withdrew from puberty suppression, and all started cross-sex hormone treatment, the first step of actual gender reassignment.”34

The dramatic contrast between the 85 percent desistance rate in prepubertal children with gender dysphoria35 and the reported 100 percent persistence rate in those placed on puberty blockers at the onset of puberty36 strongly suggests that, like “gender social transition of prepubertal children,” puberty blockers “will increase dramatically the rate of gender dysphoria persistence.”37 Richards, et al. note,
“Our concern is that the use of puberty blockers may prevent some young people with GD from finally becoming comfortable with the birth sex.”\textsuperscript{38}

This is being done despite the lack of any long-term longitudinal studies evaluating the risks and benefits of using these drugs to treat gender dysphoria and gender transition.\textsuperscript{39}

**Cross-Sex Hormones**

A second step in the invasive physiological gender transition of minors (for those who first took puberty blockers), or a first step for those who have already entered their natural (biological) puberty, is the administration of cross-sex hormones. For example, biological females who wish to present themselves as males are given the male hormone testosterone in order to give them more masculine physical characteristics (such as facial and body hair and deepening of the voice). Meanwhile, biological males who wish to present themselves as female are given the female hormone estrogen in order to give them more feminine characteristics (such as enlarged breasts).\textsuperscript{40}

In those who have previously taken puberty blockers, cross-sex hormones may be used as a tool to, in effect, initiate an artificial puberty corresponding to the desired gender identity. In this situation, there may be pressure to start cross-sex hormones at even younger ages so that the child does not remain in an artificial pre-pubescent state while his or her peers are continuing to develop more adult sexual characteristics. Endocrinologist Michael Laidlaw has sharply criticized this approach, however, saying, “There is no such thing as ‘trans puberty.’ What happens is that [an] abnormal, pathologic state . . . is induced . . .”\textsuperscript{41}

*Risks of Cross-Sex Hormones*

The use of cross-sex hormones is associated with a likely or potential increased risk of several serious physical health conditions. Even the pro-transgender World Professional Association for Transgender Health acknowledges this in their “Standards of Care.”
Biological males using feminizing hormones (estrogen) are at increased risk for:

- Blood clots
- High triglycerides
- Cardiovascular disease
- High blood pressure
- Diabetes

Biological females using masculinizing hormones (testosterone) are at increased risk for:

- High red blood cells
- High cholesterol
- Cardiovascular disease
- High blood pressure
- Diabetes
- Destabilization of certain psychiatric disorders

Other side effects have also been reported in recent journal articles. One in *Pediatrics* stated, “Testosterone significantly increased both body fat and BMI” [body mass index]. Another cautioned that “reduction of [natural] sex hormone production in mid-adolescence to late adolescence may well have effects on reducing energy and psychological well-being,” and “Alterations in mood, including the development of irritability and anxiety, are risks of this treatment.”
Gender Reassignment Surgery

Gender reassignment surgery (GRS)\(^1\) is the least likely of the invasive physiological gender transition procedures to be performed on minors—but unfortunately, the practice is not unheard of.

There are two types of gender reassignment surgery, colloquially referred to as “top” surgery (either removing or fabricating breasts) and “bottom” surgery (either removing or fabricating genitalia).

“Top” (Chest) Surgery

Biological females who have undergone normal puberty but identify as male may experience “chest dysphoria”—distress about having breasts. In a 2018 study, nearly half of the females who had their breasts surgically removed (33 of 68) were under the age of 18, nearly a quarter (16) were under 16, and two were only 13 years old.\(^45\)

“Bottom” (Genital) Surgery

Genital or “bottom” surgery is the least likely procedure to be performed on minors, but even that has sometimes happened. In 2014, a Beverly Hills plastic surgeon (ironically named Gary Alter) boasted in a press release about performing male-to-female gender reassignment surgery on a 16-year-old. However, “the creation of a vagina and clitoris” was complicated by the fact that, thanks to the hormones, the patient “never . . . developed normal penis and scrotum size.”\(^46\)

---

\(^1\) Terminology for the surgery that some transgender people undergo to alter their anatomy has changed rapidly through the years. What used to be called “sex change surgery” became “sex reassignment surgery,” then “gender reassignment surgery,” and more recently “gender affirmation” or “confirmation” surgery. It is preferable not to use the term “sex” or “sex change,” because sex is an innate biological condition which cannot be changed. On the other hand, “affirmation” or “confirmation” are used to imply that the transgender identity is the patient’s “real” or innate identity, which is being belatedly “affirmed” or “confirmed” by the doctor. This is an ideological construct which FRC does not share. Therefore, “gender reassignment surgery” or “GRS” is being used to indicate that what is changing in a “gender transition” is not a person’s (biological) sex, but his or her (social and psychological) “gender” or “gender identity,” which is indeed being consciously and deliberately “reassigned” by a surgeon, rather than “affirmed” or “confirmed.”
article verified this problem, saying, “Concern now exists that the early blockade of puberty may result in insufficient genital skin being available for this procedure.”

Perhaps the most famous transgender teenager is reality TV star Jazz Jennings, who underwent genital surgery to turn his penis into an artificial vagina at the age of 17. Jennings was candid about the challenges involved, acknowledging that after taking puberty blockers followed by cross-sex hormones,

I say it’s going to be like a patchwork vagina, Franken-vagina . . . There was just an unfortunate event and setback where things did come apart, and there was a complication. I had to come back in for another procedure . . .

Neither the 2014 case touted by press release, nor the celebrity case of Jazz Jennings is extraordinary anymore. A 2017 study (titled “Age is Just a Number”) found that a majority of the surgeons surveyed who perform vaginoplasty (11 of 20) acknowledged they have done the procedure on minors.

Even apart from the problems created by a lack of genital tissue in patients who have taken puberty blockers, genital gender reassignment surgery is “associated with important complication rates” and “a great number of adverse events.” “Transsexuals have an increased risk for the development of micturition [urination] disorders after sex reassignment surgery,” according to a 2017 article, including urinary problems such as “incontinence, overactive bladder, urinary tract infections and decreased urinary stream.”

**Sterilizing Children**

One side effect of physiological gender transition procedures is, in a way, obvious, yet in another way easily overlooked. Since such procedures involve deliberately disrupting sex-related functions involved in reproduction, infertility—the inability to conceive and/or bear biological children—is an obvious side effect of those procedures in many cases.
Effect of Cross-Sex Hormones on Fertility

Young people who have already undergone natural puberty before beginning a gender transition will generally be rendered infertile, at least temporarily, by administering cross-sex hormones, which inhibit ovulation in biological females and the production of sperm in biological males. To preserve fertility, individuals may gather sperm or eggs before beginning hormone treatments, and these can be frozen and then used later in artificial reproductive procedures. (Gathering eggs is a much more difficult, invasive, and expensive procedure than gathering sperm.\(^{54}\)

Alternatively, transgender individuals on hormone therapy can stop taking hormones when they decide to have children, and after a period of time, their fertility may return—although experts warn that “thresholds for amount and duration of exogenous [cross-sex] hormone exposure causing permanent negative effects on fertility have not been established.”\(^{55}\) However, a transgender person adopting this route must be willing to forgo for a period of time the feminizing or masculinizing effects that were sought from hormones in the first place.

Effect of Puberty Blockers Followed by Cross-Sex Hormones on Fertility

However, a young person who has taken puberty blockers will have prevented the development of the reproductive system to the point where viable sperm or eggs are produced in the first place. Therefore, a course of puberty blockers followed by cross-sex hormones is highly likely to result in permanent sterility and make the preservation of fertility impossible.

As noted above, claims that either puberty blockers or cross-sex hormones alone are “fully reversible” are questionable. The application of both amounts to what some have called “chemical castration.”\(^{56}\) But the impact of genital gender reassignment surgery is indisputable—even the Endocrine Society, in their pro-transgender Guidelines, concedes, “Surgery that affects fertility is irreversible.”\(^{57}\)
Sterilization of Children Is Unethical

Infertility should be viewed as a serious medical problem. As one survey of the topic summarized:

Research demonstrates a negative psychosocial impact of infertility among otherwise healthy adults, and distress among adolescents facing the prospect of future infertility due to various medical conditions and treatments that impair reproductive health.58

Any procedure causing infertility in minors should be viewed as a serious ethical problem as well, as noted by Kelsey Hayes in the Online Journal of Health Ethics:

Sterilization of humans without medically acceptable and sound justification, is ethically and morally wrong. When an individual is sterilized, even as a secondary outcome of therapy, lacking full, free, and informed consent, it is a violation of international law.59

Experimenting on Children: The Myth of “Evidence-Based” Care

One of the arguments raised by opponents is that these procedures should not be restricted because they represent a standard of care that is “evidence-based.”60 “Evidence-based” is something of a buzzword in medicine, indicating that medical practices should not just be based on opinion (even “expert” opinion), but on sound scientific research.

The Quality of the Evidence Is Low

But just how good is the “evidence” cited in support of gender transition procedures—especially for minors?
One of the most recent and influential sets of guidelines for procedures to be offered to transgender people was published in 2017 by the Endocrine Society. This document explicitly sought to adopt an “evidence-based” approach.

The key question is—what is the quality of the evidence in support of the Endocrine Society’s guidelines? They set forth three types of guidelines:

- an “Ungraded Good Practice Statement”—essentially supported by no evidence (beginning “We advise . . .”);
- a “weak recommendation” (beginning “We suggest . . .”); and
- a “strong recommendation” (beginning “We recommend . . .”).

Only with the strong recommendations does the task force express “confidence that persons who receive care according to [them] . . . will derive, on average, more benefit than harm.”

Then, for each of the “recommendations” (weak or strong), they give a rating of the “quality of the evidence” in support of that recommendation on a four-point scale: very low, low, moderate, or high.

There are 24 guidelines that are generally relevant to the procedures at issue in Vulnerable Child Protection Acts—puberty blockers, hormones for adolescents, and surgery.

Of these 24 guidelines:

- Five are ungraded good practice statements (no evidence);
- Two are weak recommendations with very low evidence; and
- Nine are weak recommendations with low evidence.

That means only eight of the 24 “guidelines” are even “strong” recommendations—one-third of the total. Of those:
Two are supported by very low evidence;

Five are supported by low evidence;

Only one is supported by even “moderate” evidence;

None are supported by “high quality” evidence.

In summary, the claim that these treatments are “evidence-based” is misleading because the quality of the evidence in this field (even for the Endocrine Society’s “strong” recommendations) is low.

Without higher-quality evidence of both their efficacy and their safety, gender transition procedures must be considered experimental procedures at best.63

No FDA Approval

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is the federal agency charged with certifying that medications are safe and effective for their intended use. Given the sweeping claims that puberty blockers and cross-sex hormones represent a well-established “standard of care,” and the claims (misleading, as we have seen) that these treatments are “evidence-based,” it might surprise some readers to learn that the FDA has never approved puberty blockers and cross-sex hormones for the purpose of gender transition.

Off-label use of drugs is not illegal—in fact, it is fairly common.64 However, the “off-label” use of a drug means that it has not been scientifically proven to be safe and effective for that particular condition.65

Indeed, if you look closely, advocates of gender transition procedures do not even try to deny this. A 2018 article in the journal Transgender Health reiterated that “there are no medications or other treatments that are FDA-approved for the purpose of gender affirmation.”66 And the American Medical Association’s Council on Science and Public Health reported that “steroidal hormones,”
“GnRH analogs” (puberty blockers), and “antiandrogens” are all used “off-label” for “gender re-affirming therapy”—because their use “lacks scientific evidence.”

Carl Heneghan, Professor of Evidence-Based Medicine at the University of Oxford and Editor in Chief of the British Medical Journal’s Evidence-Based Medicine, concluded in 2019 that:

- Treatment for under 18 gender dysphoric children and adolescents remain largely experimental.
- There are a large number of unanswered questions that include the age at start, reversibility; adverse events, long term effects on mental health, quality of life, bone mineral density, osteoporosis in later life and cognition. We wonder whether off label use is appropriate and justified for drugs such as spironolactone [an antiandrogen drug used with estrogen] which can cause substantial harms and even death. We are also ignorant of the long-term safety profiles of the different GAH [Gender Affirming Hormone] regimens. The current evidence base does not support informed decision making and safe practice in children.

**Do Gender Transition Procedures Prevent Suicide?**

Transgender activists often argue that minors must be allowed to undergo gender transition procedures because they will be at higher risk of suicide if they do not undergo them. Author Sahar Sadjadi described this narrative in an article in the Journal of Medical Humanities:

[A] core argument for puberty suppression is frequently repeated by numerous clinicians and advocates of the treatment: preventing the body from developing unwanted secondary sex characteristics saves children from violence, suicide, self-harm, and mental illness at the onset of puberty . . . and from violence and discrimination (and in some accounts, unemployment, drug use, prostitution, suicide) which besets . . . transgender adulthood.

There is some evidence that people who identify as transgender, including youth, are more likely to engage in suicidal behaviors than those who do not identify as transgender. One example is the 2015
U.S. Transgender Survey published by the National Center for Transgender Equality. It reported that among the transgender population:

- 40 percent have attempted suicide in their lifetime—nearly nine times the rate in the U.S. population (4.6 percent).
- Seven percent attempted suicide in the past year—nearly 12 times the rate in the U.S. population (0.6 percent).71

Data like that from the U.S. National Transgender Survey are based on a “convenience sample,” meaning people who volunteer online to participate. This method does not necessarily produce a representative sample of the population under study. Hacsi Horvath, an epidemiologist who “detransitioned” (that is, reclaimed his biological identity after having identified as transgender), points to the California Health Interview Survey, which used more scientific methods. This survey of adolescents did not explicitly ask respondents whether they identified as transgender, but it did identify a population who were “highly gender non-conforming,” which may be taken as a proxy for transgender status. Within this population, only three percent of girls and two percent of boys reported having attempted suicide.72

Nonetheless, experts on suicide in general report, “Untreated mental illness (including depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and others) is the cause for the vast majority of suicides,” noting, “Over 90 percent of people who die by suicide have a mental illness at the time of their death.”73 Further, in both national and international studies, substance abuse and mood disorders continually have the largest associations with completed suicides.74 75 Trauma-related experiences have also been found to be significant risk factors for suicide. A systematic review of the suicide literature showed estimates of suicidality around 20 percent for adults, with increased rates of suicidality among the adolescent population who had experienced traumatic event(s).76 Additionally, comorbidities (e.g., depression, substance abuse) are common among those who experienced traumatic events and subsequently suffer from posttraumatic stress disorder.
Importantly, despite the years of empirical study, there is no clear understanding of etiology in the suicide literature. In other words, there is no clear understanding of the individual and combined risks that cause a person to commit suicide.\textsuperscript{77} When trying to understand the increased suicide rates in the transgender identifying population, which is a fairly new subject of scientific inquiry, “discrimination” is repeatedly and curiously given as the primary cause for elevated suicide rates. It is essential to note the other increased risk factors for suicide that have been cited in the transgender identifying population, namely a significantly greater incidence of adverse childhood experiences (ACEs).\textsuperscript{78} A recent study showed 45 percent of transgender identifying people reported childhood sexual abuse.\textsuperscript{79} There are also reports of higher rates of substance abuse than those in the general population.\textsuperscript{80} These are just a few examples of known risk factors in the suicide literature, which might better account for the elevated suicide rate in the transgender identifying population. Undoubtedly more research is needed to understand both etiology and suicide among the GD population.

\textit{Analyzing Key Suicide Studies}

Another problem with the reports on transgender suicide rates is that the statistics are cited as though they provide evidence that gender transition procedures are the \textit{solution} to the problem of transgender suicide. However, these studies often do not indicate \textit{when} the suicidal thoughts or actions occurred—before or after gender transition.

For example, a 2020 article in the journal \textit{Pediatrics} examined the link between taking puberty-blocking hormones and nine different mental health outcomes.\textsuperscript{81} Only one finding received most of the media attention because it was the only one that reached the technical benchmark of “statistical significance.” This was a finding that those who received puberty blockers had lower “lifetime suicidal ideation” (that is, thoughts about suicide) than those who wanted them but did not receive them. But it was impossible to conclude that the administration of puberty blockers \textit{caused} a reduction in suicidal thoughts. And another finding was more dramatic (though not “statistically significant”). In the study, those who received puberty blockers were \textit{twice as likely to have had a suicide attempt resulting in inpatient care (i.e., hospitalization) in the last 12 months} as those who did not (45.5 percent vs. 22.8 percent).\textsuperscript{82}
Perhaps the most dramatic evidence undermining the theory that gender transition reduces suicide comes from a Swedish study published in 2011. The authors examined the medical records of every person in Sweden who underwent gender reassignment surgery over a 30-year period. The study found a number of physical and mental health problems were elevated among this population. Most shocking of all, however, was the rate of completed suicides—which was over 19 times higher than in the general Swedish population.83

A comprehensive review of the literature on the subject by the U.S. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services declared about the Swedish study that “we cannot exclude therapeutic interventions as a cause of the observed excess morbidity and mortality.”84 In other words, not only does gender reassignment surgery (and other “therapeutic interventions” such as hormone therapy) not demonstrably benefit those who identify as transgender (including by reducing their risk of suicide)—it may actively harm them and increase their risk of suicide.

Legislative Response

Because of concerns like those described in this paper, bills to prohibit gender transition procedures on minors have been introduced in a number of states, with the first one becoming law in Arkansas in 2021.85

Although transgender activists who support invasive physiological gender transition procedures for minors will obviously oppose such legislation, two issues have been raised in an effort to persuade even conservatives that they should be wary of these bills. These are described below.

Parental Rights

Some critics have raised the question of whether restricting gender transition procedures for minors would not violate another principle usually endorsed by the pro-family movement—that of “parental
rights” to control the upbringing and care of their children. These bills would indeed prohibit these procedures, even if the child’s parents consent to them. However, the law has never recognized “parental rights” as a justification for actions that endanger a child’s physical health and safety.

The most obvious example is laws that prohibit child abuse. If a parent or any other person commits physical acts upon a child that inflict such harm that the child requires medical care, we normally consider that a crime. Indeed, many concerned observers, including the American College of Pediatricians, have declared that gender transition for minors is a form of “child abuse.”

However, there are less dramatic areas in which we also impose health and safety protections for children which may override “parental rights.” Parents may not choose to transport their young children in an automobile without using a car seat or seat belts. We do not permit parents to supply their young children with alcohol, cigarettes, or illicit drugs.

The proposed bills are actually quite modest in scope. They do not interfere with parents’ right to control the moral or social upbringing of their children. Parents of a child with gender dysphoria would remain completely free to change the child’s name, wardrobe, hairstyle, and other forms of “gender expression” if they believe that is in the child’s best interest—even though others may vigorously disagree. They remain free to request that schools and other institutions recognize the child in his or her preferred “gender identity” rather than biological sex.

These laws limit only physical interventions which disrupt or interfere with normal physical development and/or that radically alter the child’s natural anatomy. As noted above, such uses of drugs have not been approved by the Food and Drug Administration, and such surgeries have not been proven by high-quality scientific evidence to be safe and effective even for their intended purpose (to relieve gender dysphoria), let alone to justify such radical interference with nature.

Restricting such dangerous procedures is fully within the legitimate power of each state to regulate the practice of medicine.
Claims of Economic Harm

Economic blackmail has been increasingly used, rather than persuasion on the merits, to get state and local legislators to bow to their will on public policy issues. This tactic was used in South Dakota to resist H.B. 1057, which would have protected vulnerable children from the severe physical damage caused by certain “gender transition” procedures. Economic blackmail has been increasingly used, rather than persuasion on the merits, to get state and local legislators to bow to their will on public policy issues. This tactic was used in South Dakota to resist H.B. 1057, which would have protected vulnerable children from the severe physical damage caused by certain “gender transition” procedures. California banned official state travel to Iowa after that state passed modest legislation in 2019 prohibiting Medicaid coverage of gender transition procedures.

A classic example of the use of this tactic, however, was the attacks upon North Carolina after the passage of HB 2, the so-called “bathroom privacy bill,” in March of 2016. This bill merely required that in state-owned buildings, sex-separated restrooms and changing facilities (such as school locker rooms and showers) should be used by people whose biological sex corresponds to the designation on the restroom or facility.

Dire warnings were given of economic calamity for the state, and they succeeded in coercing some large sports entities such as the National Basketball Association (NBA) and the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) to withdraw or refrain from placing some specific events at North Carolina venues. In addition, some corporations such as PayPal and Deutsche Bank announced (or claimed) that they were calling off planned expansions in the state.

Such pressure led North Carolina to repeal the original version of HB 2 a year after it was enacted, in March 2017, replacing it with a “compromise.”

However, even during the year that the original HB 2 was in effect, the economic impact on North Carolina was minimal. A study reported in April 2017 found, “The loss of business, concerts and sporting events represented just 6/100ths of 1 percent of the state’s nearly $500 billion annual economy.” John Connaughton, professor of financial economics at the University of North Carolina-Charlotte, said the figure was so negligible as to amount to a “rounding error.”
In fact, in February 2017—when the original HB 2 had been in effect for almost a year—the biggest economic issue facing state officials was what to do with a $552 million budget surplus.97

When one business group gave Texas warnings of economic doom if they adopted similar legislation, even PolitiFact did an analysis and found the claims “Mostly False.”98

**Conclusion**

Family Research Council has grave concerns about even a social gender transition for minors. Kenneth Zucker, perhaps the world’s leading expert on gender identity in children, has said:

I would argue that parents who support, implement, or encourage a gender social transition (and clinicians who recommend one) are implementing a psychosocial treatment that will increase the odds of long-term persistence.99

Proposed legislation like that described above is actually modest in scope, in that it would place no restrictions upon the ability of minors who are supported by their parents to undertake a social transition or request that others recognize and affirm such a transition. (Of course, the response of other institutions, such as schools, to such a request must take into account not only the wishes of the transgender-identified child but the well-being of other students as well.)

However, the implementation of invasive physiological gender transition procedures—puberty blockers, cross-sex hormones, and/or gender reassignment surgery—upon minors raises additional grave concerns. The interference with natural biological functions, the serious potential side effects, and the often-irreversible nature of the physical changes made mean that a high bar would have to be reached to justify them.
There is no convincing evidence that these procedures improve mental health in the long run, which means that bar has not been met. And minors are certainly not capable of the kind of long-term evaluation of risks and benefits that would allow them to give “informed consent” for such procedures.

Invasive physiological gender transition procedures for minors should be prohibited by law.

Jennifer Bauwens is Director of the Center for Family Studies at Family Research Council.
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